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U-CERT proposes a set of user-centred and effective indicators integrated in a dynamic EPC report, with a view to
facilitate the EU-harmonisation by relying on the applicable EPB Standards, and increase user understanding and
acceptance towards the increase of quality in the built environment, specially focusing on deep renovations.

There is growing interest in implementing measurement based EPB assessments as valid options for in use buildings. The concept is
very appealing, given it would allow to transition from static and often time-consuming calculated EPCs to dynamic and lowcost EPB Assessments, which could even be leveraged for continuous maintenance purposes. This evolution of EPCs is often referred
to as Operational EPB Assessment. This is of special relevance given the massive widescale rollout of electricity smart meters in the EU
[25]. The gas smart meters are lagging a bit behind, and their development is not as widespread but rather focused on specific countries (i.e.,
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, and The Netherlands).
The results from the ethnographic research performed in U-CERT under Deliverable 2.3 were unequivocal as far as final user
interest on this evolution of EPCs.
However, the implementation of measurement based EPB assessments requires recognised methodologies, and currently there is
only one CEN Standard dealing with it. It is the EN 15378-3. Energy performance of buildings. Heating and DHW systems in
buildings. Part 3: Measured energy performance.
The fact of not having standardised methodology to rely on when approaching whole-building measurement-based EPB Assessments
is a barrier for its widespread implementation in EPB Assessments and Certification Schemes. Unlike energy audits, official EPB
Assessments and Certification schemes should produce comparable results under standardised conditions.
Thus, the main challenges for establishing measurement based EPB Assessments are:
Service separation (i.e. unless there are dedicated meters per each service included in the assessment, there is need to separate EPB
uses from nonEPB uses and to enable use normalisation and weather standardisation)
Use normalisation (i.e. measured data is implicitly influenced by actual user behaviour and building use)
Weather standardisation (i.e. measured data is implicitly affected by actual climate and period, if different from full year)

